Much attention has been focused on control of fire in human evolution and the impact of cooking on anatomy, social, and residential arrangements. However, little is known about what transpired when firelight extended the day, creating effective time for social activities that did not conflict with productive time for subsistence activities. Comparison of 174 day and nighttime conversations among the Ju/'hoan (!Kung) Bushmen of southern Africa, supplemented by 68 translated texts, suggests that day talk centers on economic matters and gossip to regulate social relations. Night activities steer away from tensions of the day to singing, dancing, religious ceremonies, and enthralling stories, often about known people. Such stories describe the workings of entire institutions in a small-scale society with little formal teaching. Night talk plays an important role in evoking higher orders of theory of mind via the imagination, conveying attributes of people in broad networks (virtual communities), and transmitting the "big picture" of cultural institutions that generate regularity of behavior, cooperation, and trust at the regional level. Findings from the Ju/'hoan are compared with other hunter-gatherer societies and related to the widespread human use of firelight for intimate conversation and our appetite for evening stories. The question is raised as to what happens when economically unproductive firelit time is turned to productive time by artificial lighting.
Much attention has been focused on control of fire in human evolution and the impact of cooking on anatomy, social, and residential arrangements. However, little is known about what transpired when firelight extended the day, creating effective time for social activities that did not conflict with productive time for subsistence activities. Comparison of 174 day and nighttime conversations among the Ju/'hoan (!Kung) Bushmen of southern Africa, supplemented by 68 translated texts, suggests that day talk centers on economic matters and gossip to regulate social relations. Night activities steer away from tensions of the day to singing, dancing, religious ceremonies, and enthralling stories, often about known people. Such stories describe the workings of entire institutions in a small-scale society with little formal teaching. Night talk plays an important role in evoking higher orders of theory of mind via the imagination, conveying attributes of people in broad networks (virtual communities), and transmitting the "big picture" of cultural institutions that generate regularity of behavior, cooperation, and trust at the regional level. Findings from the Ju/'hoan are compared with other hunter-gatherer societies and related to the widespread human use of firelight for intimate conversation and our appetite for evening stories. The question is raised as to what happens when economically unproductive firelit time is turned to productive time by artificial lighting.
Our old people long ago had a government, and it was an ember from the fire where we last lived which we used to light the fire at the new place we were going. . . Di//xao = Oma, 1998 (1) C ontrol of fire had an enormous impact on the life of our hominin ancestors. As Wrangham and Carmody have so cogently argued, the use of fire for cooking greatly increased the digestibility of food and effective provisioning of young, allowing for shorter birth intervals (2-4). Fire altered anatomy, particularly brain size and gut volume, and radically reduced chewing time. Fire protected early humans from predators and provided a new context for social interaction when food was brought to a central site for cooking. Modified landscapes after burning (5) and higher caloric returns from cooked foods lowered the costs of foraged foods, and thus the costs of sharing. Finally, artificial firelight altered circadian rhythms and extended the day (6), freeing time for social interaction that did not conflict with time for subsistence work.
Current archaeological evidence indicates that our ancestors had sporadic control of fire by 1 million y ago or longer (7, 8) and regular use after approximately 400,000 ka (9) . With or following the control of fire, many developments were unfolding that rendered modern humans "unique" (10) : extended cooperative breeding (11) (12) (13) , higher orders of theory of mind (14, 15) , religion (16) , language (17, 18) , social learning and cultural transmission (19, 20) , cultural institutions and their regulation (21, 22) , and intergroup cooperation and exchange (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) . Although much work been has done on the effects of cooking on diet and anatomy, little is known about how important the extended day was for igniting the embers of culture and society.
There are good reasons to expect that what transpires socially will differ between day and night, particularly with the capacity for language. Sufficiently bright firelight represses the production of melatonin and energizes (6, 28) at a time when little economically productive work can be done; time is ample. In hot seasons, the cool of the evening releases pent up energy; in cold seasons, people huddle together. Fireside gatherings are often, although not always, composed of people of mixed sexes and ages. The moon and starlit skies awaken imagination of the supernatural, as well as a sense of vulnerability to malevolent spirits, predators, and antagonists countered by security in numbers (29) . Body language is dimmed by firelight and awareness of self and others is reduced. Facial expressions-flickering with the flames-are either softened, or in the case of fear or anguish, accentuated. Agendas of the day are dropped while small children fall asleep in the laps of kin. Whereas time structures interactions by day because of economic exigencies, by night social interactions structure time and often continue until relationships are right. Foragers make use of daytime efficiently and nighttime effectively.
Here I will explore how the time afforded by firelit hours created a space and context for: (i) more accurate understanding of the thoughts and emotions of others, particularly those not immediately present; (ii) bonding within and between groups; and (iii) the generation, regulation, and transmission of cultural institutions. Flexible residential groups and intergroup networks involving kin and nonkin require more information to reliably read others, as well as cultural institutions to generate the regularity of behavior so essential for cooperation (30, 31) . How Significance Control of fire and the capacity for cooking led to major anatomical and residential changes for early humans, starting more than a million years ago. However, little is known about what transpired when the day was extended by firelight. Data from the Ju/'hoan hunter-gatherers of southern Africa show major differences between day and night talk. Day talk centered on practicalities and sanctioning gossip; firelit activities centered on conversations that evoked the imagination, helped people remember and understand others in their external networks, healed rifts of the day, and conveyed information about cultural institutions that generate regularity of behavior and corresponding trust. Appetites for firelit settings for intimate conversations and for evening stories remain with us today.
might fire time and space have been central to the evolution of such institutions and the building of virtual communities in the mind (14) that include those outside of village limits? Does fire time simply extend the day or does it provide contexts for interactions of a different nature? Are appetites for certain night activities from our forager past carried over into industrialized societies? Such questions also have implications for the present, when electric lighting and digital devices further alter our social and circadian rhythms (6, 32, 33) .
I will first investigate the impact of extending the day by firelight using data from day and night conversations among the Ju/'hoansi (!Kung Bushmen) of Botswana and Namibia (34) (35) (36) , and then consider the results in light of other forager societies. Lives of modern foragers cannot be projected back in the past, but they do allow us to understand interactions under some of the conditions believed to have characterized our evolutionary past, and to generate hypotheses. These conditions include: a diet obtained through gathering and hunting; small bands of 15-40 individuals with fluid composition to map onto wild resources (37) ; residential groups composed of kin and nonkin (24) ; and fire-centered nightlife. The cultural institutions used for the focus of the analysis will not be unique to the Ju/'hoan Bushmen but those that are widely shared by other known foraging groups. These institutions include egalitarian relations (38) , kinship systems and dues (39, 40) , meat sharing (41), marriage and bride service (42, 43) , land rights (44) (45) (46) , networks cross-cutting groups (47, 48) , and shared cosmology and ritual to heal individuals and community (49) (50) (51) .
The Ju/'hoansi (!Kung Bushmen) The Ju/'hoansi inhabit northeast Namibia and northwest Botswana (34) (35) (36) 52) ; those in the study catchment area number about 3,000 today. In the past Ju/'hoansi were largely foragers, exploiting over 100 species of plant foods and 40 species of animals (34) . Bantu moved into the area in the 1920s to become neighbors of the Ju/'hoansi, adding meat and milk to the diet of some. Since the mid1970s, lifestyle has undergone substantial change as the Ju/'hoansi have been settled in permanent villages with a mixed economy composed of foraging, income from wage labor, sale of crafts, government aid, pensions, gardening, and animal husbandry (1, 53).
As foragers, the Ju/'hoansi had seven central institutions that structured social and economic relations: (i) egalitarian social structure, (ii) kinship system, (iii) arranged marriage with bride service, (iv) food sharing, (v) land rights, (vi) xaro (hxaro) exchange, and (vii) trance healing. (For consistency I have chosen to use the past tense. Because much has changed and much has remained the same, neither tense works.) These institutions, their norms, values, and outcomes are recognized by the Ju/'hoansi as being part of their tradition that is passed on and named by linguistic terms.
Egalitarian Social Structure. Egalitarian social structure assured that no individual could dominate or exploit others. Egalitarianism was enforced by group members who leveled big shots. Equality facilitated sharing, reciprocity and mobility by leveling the playing field of status relations (54) (55) (56) .
Kinship System. The kinship system consisted of a basic Eskimo terminology system modified by a name-sharing relationship that provided the backbone for connecting people within and across groups and specified accompanying kinship obligations (57) .
Arranged Marriages with Bride Service. Arranged marriages with bride service created far-flung social ties, assured that children would marry into supportive families and staved off disruptive competition over spouses. Young men who had proved adulthood via hunting success were betrothed to often prepubescent and recalcitrant women, and had to show their patience and worth through 2-4 y of bride service (36, 58-60).
Food Sharing. Food sharing created bonds, maintained harmony within communities, and reduced risk through "storing in the bellies of kin." Specific rules governed sharing with cohunters and close blood kin and affines; conventions were less specific for sharing with more distant kin or coresidents. Meat was shared in waves with recipients giving to their respective kin until every person present received a share (34, 36) .
Land Rights. Land rights to a n!ore (territory) were obtained through bilateral inheritance of rights to an area and activated by assembling a group of kin and occupying the land (34, 36, 61) . Land rights were largely maintained by social boundary maintenance, with xaro partnerships giving others temporary access (27) .
Xaro (hxaro) Exchange. Xaro exchange created vast networks within the Ju/'hoan dialect group and beyond. It involved the gifting of nonfood items to defined partners to symbolize an underlying relationship of mutual access to alternate residences, resources, and assistance. The average Ju/'hoan in the 1970s had 15-16 xaro partners residing between 30 and 200 km away. Between 1964 and 1974 /Kae/kae Ju/'hoansi spent 3.3 mo a year away from home residing with xaro partners (27, 62) .
Trance Healing. Trance healing lies at the center of Ju'hoan religion (54, (63) (64) (65) . Trance healing was the only Ju/'hoan activity in which entire bands or coalitions of bands worked together to produce a desired outcome: healing, protection, and mending rifts in communities. Women's energetic clapping and singing for hours on end supported healers who undertook the painful departure from this world, experiencing "half death." Healers traveled to God's (G!ao n!a's) village, an unknown and fearsome place, where they bargained and battled with the spirits of the dead to prevent them from taking loved ones away. The trance ceremonies often lasted until dawn, produced by the synergy of all.
Methods and Data
Two different datasets will be used in this analysis. The first dataset is comprised of information on 174 day and night conversations collected in July-August and November 1974 at /Kae/kae and Dobe in northwest Botswana. The purpose of this work was to gain further insight to guide my research at the time. Conversations that involved five or more adults and lasted for more than 20-30 min were summarized and noted for the following variables: topic, main points and people discussed, setting, time of day, participants, initiators, praise and criticism, and when possible, subsequent outcomes (56) . In 1998, 2005, and 2013, I visited old friends at /Kae/kae and found discussions about former times useful for jogging my memory.
These conversations cannot be taken as a representative sample of all Ju/'hoansi talk. First, larger groups often inspire gossip and encourage good storytellers. Many more mundane chats fill the shorter spaces: discussion of food, a sick child, or a thorn in a foot. Second, the time of the study was an unusually long dry and hungry spell when people converged on permanent waters and foraged less. Third, I did not include the many conversations of groups of women playing with small children because they were fragmented and hard to follow. Fourth, I sought out larger groups, not intimate family discussions at the hearth. Fifth, I slept around the fire and sometimes fell asleep before talk had ended. Finally, conversations change with context. In recent decades when the Ju/'hoansi were permanently settled with their own local government, night conversations included discussions of local politics.
A large portion of night conversation involved stories about real people and events of the past one to three generations; when I began to compare day and night talk in 2010, I did not feel satisfied with noted conversations only. Because it was not possible to turn back the clock, I returned to Botswana and Namibia for three 1-mo stints in 2011-2013 to digitally record stories told by people I knew in the 1970s, stories about past hunting ventures, meat fights, murders, marriages, bush fires, getting lost, births, interactions with Bantu, and so on. Sixty-eight stories told by firelight have been transcribed and translated by a team of Ju/'hoansi trained by Megan Biesele. (Members of the Ju/'hoan transcription group who worked on the recordings include Beesa Boo, Charlie N!aici, Tsemkxao /Ui, and /Ai!ae /Kunta. Analysis of these stories is a work in progress; the recordings will also be used in the Nyae Nyae village schools as a part of cultural education.) These stories give a more detailed understanding of transmission of norms and values, cultural institutions, emotions, kinship connections, and scope of networks. Points made in the text will be illustrated with stories presented in SI Appendix.
Like Night and Day
When firelight extended the day, did it simply give more time or did it create a qualitatively different time and space? Fig. 1 indicates a profound difference (χ 2 = 43.15, p < 0.0001). By day people devoted 31% of their talk to economic discussions: foraging plans, resource availability, hunting strategies, and technology. Another 34% of time was occupied by complaint or criticisms that sometimes regulated norms, and other times were unfounded. Jealousy is the keeper of equality in many egalitarian societies and criticism was motivated by envy approximately one-third of the time. Verbal criticism, complaint, and conflict (CCC) were the spice of Ju/'hoan life that made group living viable (56); if not worked out by talk, people voted with their feet and departed. Two cases in the sample escalated to the point of brandishing poison arrows but the aggressors were physically restrained. Close to 95% of CCC cases were between the parties directly affected by certain behavior, not third parties, as is more common in larger-scale societies (22, 66) . The one exception was the leveling of "big shots," everybody's sport. Another 16% of daytime conversations were joking sessions, often between individuals in the same sex or age cohort (e.g., raucous sexual joking, adventures of youths). Four percent of conversations centered on interethnic relations; of course people from other ethnic groups were briefly mentioned in many other conversations. When people rested in the shade, occasionally stories were told with background music from thumb pianos, pluriarcs, and musical bows.
In the late afternoon, families gathered at their own fires for the evening meal. After dinner and dark, the harsher mood of the day mellowed and people who were in the mood gathered around single fires to talk, make music, or dance. Some nights large groups convened and other nights smaller groups. The focus of conversation changed radically as economic concerns and social gripes were put aside. At this time 81% of lengthy conversations involving many people were devoted to stories; these stories were largely about known people and amusing, exciting, or endearing escapades. Storytellers did not praise heroes or moralize; advancing oneself in the moral hierarchy or demoting others was avoided, as was any form of self-promotion. No doubt, listeners gleaned unspoken lessons from stories. When a story was over, others rehashed details, embellished, and discussed. The language of stories tended to be rhythmic, complex, and symbolic, with individuals repeating the last words of phrases or adding an affirmative "Eh he." Frequently listeners were stunned with suspense, nearly in tears, or rolling with laughter; they arrived on a similar emotional wavelength as moods were altered.
Stories contained little environmental information, although they almost always described what people were eating at the time of the event. Stories expanded the virtual social universe by reawakening feelings for those in far-away places or relating the details of healers' journeys in trance. Minor daytime disputes waned as talk progressed. As the fire faded to coals, people returned to their respective hearths to settle in for the night as sleepiness set in. Hours later, around 2:00 AM (the "little day"), some adults awoke, smoked, stoked the fire to deter predators, and chatted for a short time.
Both men and women told stories, particularly older people who had mastered the art (54) . Camp leaders were frequently good storytellers, although not exclusively so. Two of the best storytellers in the 1970s were blind but cherished for their humor and verbal skills. Stories provided a win-win situation: those who thoroughly engaged others were likely to gain recognition as their stories traveled. Those who listened were entertained while collecting the experiences of others with no direct cost. Because story telling is so important for remembering and knowing people beyond the camp, there is likely to have been strong social selection for the manipulation of language to convey characters and emotions (67) .
Stories were not the sole subject of group conversations of the night. At times heated conflicts spilled over from the day and insults were hurled between hearths of the disputants. Pressing economic issues of the day sometimes resurfaced in the evening. Bursts of laughter often filled the night, although concentrated joking sessions were more common by day in single-sex or age cohorts where people could joke freely without violating rules of respect related to kinship or age. Myth and folklore were on the decline in the 1970s but no doubt more important in preceding generations. Biesele's insightful analysis indicates that myth and folklore (54) , like stories, did not directly transmit morals or threaten supernatural sanctioning, but rather turned ordinary rules of cultural logic upside down in most provocative ways. The God's are, at times, crazy.
The night was also the niche for celebration and ceremonies that linked humans to the spirit world. On 8 of 36 evenings observed, women broke into festive song and dance that flooded the night. On 6 of 36 nights, trance-healing dances were performed; three were smaller ones for healing and three nightlong dances drew in people from three or more camps. Efforts by everybody present contributed to healing the sick, closing social rifts, and restoring spiritual cohesion. Trance dancing was the most inclusive activity of the night, energetically the most costly, and cognitively the most complex.
Stories, Cultural Institutions, and the "Big Picture" To tune out of daily life and into stories, literature, or films in the evening is common practice; in that sense, night activities are not remarkable. However, what larger projects are realized by firelight in a society without electronics or the printed word? How are institutions generated, regulated, and transmitted in firelit hours? How do night conversations convey the "big picture"? Table 1 breaks down day and night conversations by the cultural institutions described earlier. Social regulation was largely the agenda of the day as breaches of norms and values were adjusted by complaint, criticism, and gossip. Sixty-seven percent or more of conversations regarding egalitarian relations, kinship dues, food sharing, xaro exchange, and land tenure involved verbal sanctioning. The number of disputes over land was high because of changing residence patterns at the time. Xaro was generally an amicable relationship; of the six incidents of xaro discussed, three concerned deep conflicts over other issues that came to a head over specific gifts. Day talk thus vented jealousies, enforced norms, and settled a wide range of disputes.
Night conversations covered the same institutional terrain as day conversations but with a very different tone. Complaints and criticism during day talk are significantly more frequent than during night talk (Table 1 ) (Fisher's exact = 13.02, p < 0.0001). For example, whereas day conversations dwelt on current marital disputes, night talk ventured to amusing stories of marriages past. Whereas day conversations centered on the diversion of a specific gift in xaro exchange, night conversations related adventures about long-distance journeys for xaro in the past (Table 1 ). The category "other" included economic exploits such as hunting stories, close calls with wild animals, or adventures while traveling to other areas.
Firelit conversations about known people and their exploits often captured the workings of entire institutions in a smallscale society with little formal teaching. Through stories and subsequent discussion, people collected experiences of others and accumulated knowledge of options that others had tried. The nitty-gritty of egalitarianism, food sharing, kinship dues, and land tenure were thus regulated by day; night talk was critical for transmitting the big picture of the workings of marriage, kinship, xaro exchange, and cosmology/trance healing. Here I will concentrate on conversations regarding three institutions: arranged marriages, kinship, and xaro exchange. Some of the fully translated stories are given in SI Appendix.
Marriage. Arranged marriages provided the backbone of regional interaction in Ju/'hoan society. For example, of 77 marriages that were contracted before the Ju/'hoansi became settled, 30 (39%) were between spouses whose camps were between 61 and 200 km apart (60) . Because marriages were quiet affairs within small camps, the experience of any one individual was limited. It was through night conversations that individuals gained a broader picture of rites and procedures of marriage. For example, two detailed stories of marriage gave the basic rules, practices, and values around arranging marriages, ceremonies, and bride service, as well as the grammar of etiquette between in-laws (SI Appendix 1: //Ukxa's Marriage and /Ai!ae's Marriage). These stories included emotional and personal aspects of marriages involving shy grooms and often prepubescent and recalcitrant brides. Situational variations in marriage gave a range of strategies tried: for example, one story told of two assertive sisters who rejected their prospective spouses for personal reasons and later chose their own spouses (SI Appendix 2: Two Women Who Chose Their Own Husbands). Young people came to know what to expect; outliers provided models for alternative marriage practices when the Ju/'hoansi settled more permanently.
Marriage built kinship links that formed the basis for xaro and other crucial relationships. Elders often gave intricate information on kinship ties while telling such stories by firelight (see SI Appendix 3: The Gathering at Ti='an=ao for an example of the details of kinship related in stories). The focus on the storyteller, together with the uninterrupted context, facilitated memory of these genealogies for survival. At times storytellers rehearsed the dilemmas of kinship. For example, two recordings tell of a murderous psychopath and the band's wrenching ambivalence about taking violent action against their own kinsman.
Xaro Exchange. Night conversations also conveyed the broader structure of xaro exchange, particularly remembering distant xaro partners. Nine of 122 (7%) day conversations included stories about the exploits of people who were direct or indirect xaro partners, compared with 41 of 52 (79%) stories told at night. Night conversations used multimodal communication with gestures, imitation, sound effects, or bursts of song that brought the characters right to the hearth and into the hearts of listeners. People went to sleep with absent kin filling their thoughts; not infrequently they left for visits shortly after.
Evening stories also took local views of xaro exchange to a regional level. Some individuals who traveled far and wide to do xaro told of their journeys up to 200 km to where they encountered people from other dialect or language groups. The map in Fig. 2 gives the number of stories with protagonists from different locations told during my 2-mo notation of conversations at /Kae/ kae. The area covered is indeed vast as people sought ties for alternate residences and obtained material goods, such as clay pots and glass beads from the north, small finely crafted ostrich eggshell beads from the south, and metal from both directions. Other topics include economic plans, trips to towns, hunting stories, or encounters with animals, and so forth. Listeners, enthralled, soaked up knowledge of physical and social geography without bearing the costs of travel. Another dimension was added to Ju/'hoan imagination of virtual communities when trance healers told of their journeys to God's village inhabited by spirits who were otherwise remote from life on earth. The trials, visions, and achievements of healers in trance conveyed during conversations after dark were an essential force in motivating participation and rallying cooperation for . Number of stories from villages shown on map: Qangwa (n = 2), Dobe (n = 2), G!ooce (n = 4), Bate (n = 2), !Ubi (n = 1), Mahopa (n = 1), Sehitwa (n = 6), Nokaneng (n = 2), Tsumkwe (n = 9), G!anisha (n = 1), /Du/da (n = 2), Nxau Nxau (n = 1), Kaudum (n = 2), N = ama (n = 3), Due (n = 1), Eiseb (n = 1), G/am (n = 4), /Aotsha (n = 3), Bense Kamp (1), Gura (n = 2), /Uihaba (n = 1), N!omdi (n = 2), N=amdjoha (n = 1).
trance dances at a level not seen in other realms of Ju/'hoan society (68) .
Dense ties between individuals of different bands, kept alive through firelit conversations, gift-giving, and visiting, were used to plan gatherings of up to five to six bands when resources permitted. Virtual communities became grounded as people converged for days to weeks to socialize, engage in xaro exchange, educate the young, and arrange marriages. The highlight of gatherings was nightlong dances where renowned healers from different groups danced together and instructed youths in healing. Ritual innovations that spread during such synergistic events could be kept alive when stories of gatherings were told and retold (see SI Appendix 3: The Gathering at Ti='an=ao for the story of such a gathering in the late 1940s).
Not all night talk facilitated cooperation. A reputation for violence, transmitted in stories, narrows spheres of interaction because Ju/'hoansi are leery of visiting bands where trouble might erupt. Table 2 gives a sense of the sphere of interaction of adults in two bands at /Kae/kae in 1974. Note the difference between the interactions of Band 1, a more reclusive group in which two persons had committed homicide, and Band 2, a very peaceful and sociable group. These spheres of interaction are similar to those found for the Hadza and Ache foragers (48) .
Technology. Most technology traveled on xaro paths and so became imbued with social meaning. Day conversation dealt with practical aspects of artifacts; night conversation related stories of people and the distant places from where they came. For example, metal projectile points were adopted to replace bone points in the late 1800s and early 1900s by all Kalahari Bushmen. By approximately the 1950s, Bushmen in the four major linguistic groups studied, !Kung (Ju/'hoansi), G/wi, !Xo, and Nharo, had experimented with metal technology and developed points with functional equivalence but pronounced stylistic differences at linguistic group boundaries (69). These differences signaled identity and spurred conversations about Ju/'hoansi norms regarding hunting, ownership, and meat sharing, as well as discussion of people from other linguistic groups. It was during travels to reside with xaro partners when stories were exchanged in the evening that men had opportunities to consider innovations made by others, their associated meanings, and decide to imitate or differentiate.
Day and Night: Other Hunting-Gathering Societies and Beyond
At times I believe that my feet have been set upon a road which I shall go on following, and that slowly the centre of gravity of my being will shift over from the world of day, from the domain of organizing and regulating universal powers, into the world of Imagination. . .with the coming of dusk, with the lighting of the first star and the first candle. . . (70) Does the broad distinction between activities of the day, organizing and regulating, and those of the night around the fire, hold true for other foraging societies? Do the oral traditions of other hunting-gathering societies contain similar information to those of the Ju/'hoansi? By firelight, are people more likely to venture into the virtual world of the imagination, ritual and stories? For the first question, a search in the eHRAF (Human Relations Area Files) for World Cultures turned up passages for 38 primarily hunter-gatherer societies for the word "gossip" used in the context of social control by day when individuals from different household units met for different activities. There was not a single mention of people gathering to engage in sanctioning gossip at night. Economic plans also appear to be discussed largely by day, although events of the day may be retold by night.
Isak Dinesen, Shadows on the Grass
With the "lighting of the first star," higher orders of theory of mind and virtual communities are evoked in most hunter-gatherer societies as people turn to singing, dancing, and religious ceremonies, as well as lengthy story telling. As the Ainu hunter-gatherers of Japan maintain: "The daytime is for their activities and the night for deities and demons" (71) . For 60 hunter-gatherer societies in the eHRAF, there was mention of ceremonies held by firelight involving song and dance for celebration, healing, initiation, mourning, fertility, and other purposes. Song and dance bonds groups through rhythm, coaction, and in many cases, altered states of consciousness. Night was prime time for entrance into imaginary worlds of the supernatural.
Stories are told in virtually all hunter-gatherer societies (72); together with gifts, they were the original social media. Tlingit elders of the Pacific Northwest Coast used to recount stories that extended over 4 d with the fire blazing up to 6-7 feet high (73) . Narratives told by firelight include a gradient from tales of known people and events, to legends based on past known events, to folklore about humans and animals, to myths that address origins and order. Some cultures recognize the difference between genres of stories (74) (75) (76) , although the boundaries may not be rigid. For example, in 2012 three Ju/'hoansi were tragically killed in a bush fire. Within a month stories developed from the initial "news" that spread by day, to detailed and horrifying accounts told at night round the fire, to stories with supernatural elements as the tragedy was attributed to Bantu black magic. Similarly, some Australian Aboriginals have incorporated events from interaction with "white fellas" into their myth of the rainbow python (77) .
In most small-scale societies, myths and legends are told by firelight. These stories "reveal the nature of founding design and of its creators by providing vital links between individuals, groupspecific sites, and ancestral beings" (78) . Australian Aboriginal stories of dreamtime are enacted as social practice in narration and ritual (79) . Myths and legends receive mention for 59 hunter-gatherer societies in the eHRAF, standardizing beliefs (80), socializing children (81), supporting reciprocal altruism, and transmitting ecological information (82) . As Benson Lewis, a Cibecue Apache put it (74): "Stories go to work on you like arrows. Stories make you live right. Stories make you replace yourself." Although told at higher levels of abstraction than Ju/'hoansi night narratives, both genres of "storying" in firelit hours keep cultural institutions alive, explicate relations between people, create imaginary communities beyond the village, and trace networks for great distances (83) (84) (85) (86) (87) .
There is a dearth of work on stories about known people and events in the hunter-gatherer literature. Such narratives are not generally regarded as having the same cultural value as other oral traditions, and thus less frequently transcribed and translated. Exceptions include Briggs' intimate descriptions of night activities among the Canadian Inuit (88) and Burch's insightful analysis of Inupiaq Eskimo stories of alliance and conflict (75) . However, such stories are likely to be told in all societies. For example, Nganyintja Ilyatjari from the Pitjantjatjara explains how stories of different genres were told by people of all ages and both sexes were intertwined with most activities but told most intensely by firelight (89) . Recording and analysis of such narratives holds much promise for understanding more the complex cognitive processes of mastering interpersonal and regional relations.
Discussion
Control of fire brought many changes to our human ancestors in terms of energetics, foraging tactics, physical developments, and terrestrial living. The transport of foods to a central place for cooking by day created a new social space; keeping the fire alight at night forged a new temporal space. Data from modern foragers cannot be projected back to interpret the distant past. These data can, however, give us a realistic sense of what practices work for foragers and why, a sense of what could be accomplished in a firelit niche, and grounds to formulate questions and hypotheses regarding the impact of firelight on social and cultural evolution.
The data from Ju/'hoansi day conversations suggest that important cultural etiquettes could have emerged from daytime interactions: basic systems of sharing, respect of possession, expanded cooperative breeding, broader kinship recognition, and classification (90, 91) , social leveling, and perhaps song and dance for bonding (92) . Such shared social etiquettes could have generated important templates for some of the social behavior and cognitive dispositions found in all foraging societies.
When the night appears to have really mattered was for the extension of cultural institutions over time and space to link individuals from different bands into larger "imagined communities" beyond village limits, an enterprise that involved complex cognition and time-consuming information transfer. In most hunter-gatherer societies, firelit hours drew aggregations of individuals who were out foraging by day and provided time for ventures into such virtual communities, whether human or supernatural, via stories and ritual. Stories conveyed unifying cosmologies and charters for rules and rites governing behavior. These stories also conveyed information about the nature of individuals in the present and recent past, their experiences and feelings, as well as factual knowledge about longdistance networks, kinship, and land tenure. Stories told by firelight put listeners on the same emotional wavelength, elicited understanding, trust, and sympathy (93) , and built positive reputations for qualities like humor, congeniality, and innovation. The capacity for expanding the imagination by night may have deep roots, extending back to the regular use of fire in encampments some 200,000-300,000 ka, a time when evidence for broader intergroup interactions begins to crop up in the archeological record (94) (95) (96) (97) (98) (99) .
The impact of extending the day by firelight on society and culture opens up a new area for research. What might be done to carry investigations beyond the very preliminary findings presented here? First, further research needs to be done on the physiological effects of different levels of firelight, including hormonal states and moods. Experimental work on the impact of body language and facial expressions by day and by night also might further understanding of why firelight mellows, bonds, and releases inhibitions in such a way as to facilitate journeys into imagined communities.
For archaeology, insights might be gained by focusing on whether the evidence for the regular control of fire corresponds with: (i) the expansion of networks for obtaining raw materials; (ii) the presence of beads and other items likely to have been used as gifts to support friendships outside the group or to express identity in the face of expanding networks; and (iii) art, including rock art, that may indicate the rise of rituals to bond larger groups that assembled only periodically. The use of ethnographic data for generating ideas and hypotheses to aid in interpretation of archaeological material has been regular practice in archaeology since the 1960s (100-102).
There is still much compelling work to be done on the ethnography of the night in other human societies to understand variation, examine ideas presented here, and formulate alternate hypotheses. Much remains unexplored. For example, this study centered on gatherings of five or more people; groups of two to three people did not generate such spirited story telling. The topics of night conversations in dyads or smaller groups need investigation. Most !Kung fireside groups are mixed sex; the conversations of single-sex firelight groups, common among Australian Aboriginal groups, may yield further insights. Comparable ethnographic studies of firelight talk can be carried out in any small-scale societies-not only foraging societies-where people engage in traditional economic pursuits during the day, maintain broad networks, and convene around the fire at night.
For many former foragers, such research is no longer possible because life has changed radically with settlement, government relief food, and greatly narrowed networks. Still, the impact of change on night conversation merits study to see if basic tendencies hold. Today, when Ju/'hoansi spend much of their daytime in villages living off of famine relief and store-bought foods and no longer engage in xaro exchange, current night conversations still mellow around the fire and venture into the exploits of distant kin, adventures in towns, local politics, truck stories, elephant stories, or experiences in trance. Youths wander restlessly with mobile phones in the darkness, seeking a digital signal from faraway towers, regardless of whether they have sufficient credits to make a call.
Finally, the question of the impact of increasing social and political complexity on firelight gatherings is an intriguing one. Ekirch's (103) fascinating ethnography of the night in northern Europe from around 1500-1750 describes a period when urbanization led to a more anonymous society, witchcraft beliefs prevailed, crime soared, and the night became villainized. This period was followed by a new era of science and lighting, turning the night into time for public entertainment: song, dance, theater and literature, and ventures outside the household. Throughout the darkest of ages, however, night intimacy, stories, and the transmission of cultural traditions via myth, history, and religious practice persisted behind barred doors.
The appetite for firelight as a setting for social intimacy and openness in conversation remains very much a part of modern life and a potential area for research. Although campfire conversations are infrequent in our daily lives, they are a valued part of scout outings, picnics, wilderness trips, and ecotourist ventures for the personal intimacy and knowledge that is shared. The power of the flame is reproduced in our homes through fireplaces and candles. For example, the Danish spirit of hygge (coziness in social gatherings) is mastered by artfully placing candles, "living lights," to stimulate intimate conversation (104) . Stories, although removed from their firelit context, have stayed with us and continue to fill evening hours (105) through books, recordings, and films. Storytelling unfolds early in childhood as 3-to 4-y-olds begin to construct tales of their own and to crave bedtime stories (106) . The deaf have strong traditions of storytelling in sign language that can run deep into the night and constitute an important part of their historical traditions, artistic expression, and identity (107) . The multibillion dollar publishing industry dominated by sales of stories-fiction, science fiction, history, and biographies-together with the much larger film industry attest to the power of stories. Like huntergatherers, we work our imaginations, gain new perspectives, and expand our horizons from stories. Even so, artificial light and digital communication are invading the night worldwide, turning hours of darkness into economically productive time and overriding social time and story time. The day then ends with the flip of a switch, without taking the time to revisit, explore, ponder, and repair relationships, or let the issues of the day fade with the embers. People had seen that he could hunt and kill. Then my father saw him and said, "Yes this adolescent who hunts, I will let him marry my child so that he will kill things and I can eat." And after he said that, we went to a place called N/oeh. We went and were living there when he said, "Yes. That adolescent who kills eland and whom I saw kill a gemsbok, I will go and let him marry my daughter. " We who lived at N//oq--!a"u left the mongongo nut groves and traveled. Then he killed a gemsbok, hid it and met up with us. And when they met up with us, my mother spent the time with them building…... They and mother built a hut. They built the hut and I got sick and was shivering (with fear of what was happening). They built the hut and we stayed.
We stayed during the day and at sunset they, the elders said, "You must fetch //Ukxa and bring her." I replied, "No! I don't want a man!" "Get //Ukxa and bring her. You must pick her up and carry her there (to the marriage hut) and lay her down," my mother said. Then they brought me and accompanied me there. They accompanied me there.
When we met he and I lay apart from one another. I was blithering and shivering. I said, "Oh I got married to a man now," that's what I said. "I married a man while I'm still a child," I said.
We slept and at daybreak when the birds were singing, I got up and went to the adolescent girls' hut while he was still sleeping. I lay down there and he got up went to his family hut. When the sun rose higher in the sky the people brought us together again. They fetched and brought him and then they fetched me, but I refused. I refused to go but they just took me anyway and brought us in front of the hut that was our marriage hut, made us sit down and smeared us (with eland fat and ochre). Then they smeared us.
He went back to his family hut and I went back to mine. The others were eating but I just kept bemoaning my marriage saying, "I have married a man."
We stayed at our respective huts until the sunset when the people said once again: "Go fetch her again so we can bring her (to her husband)." Again they came and struggled to get me. Meanwhile they had already brought the man (to the hut).
"Oh, how is it that I have to marry while I am still a child?" That's what I said. They struggled with me, carried me piggyback and put me down (at the marriage hut). Then people smeared us (with eland fat and red earth) and smeared us. They put beads on me and bedecked me with yellow bark cord ornaments Then they dispersed and I went home where I asked my peers to take those things off of me. They removed them and put them in a heap to the side. My mother said, "//Ukxa don't do that. I gave you a man who hunts so don't do that!" That's what my mother said. Then we stayed around and stayed around and later and later they caught me again and let me have it. When they grabbed me again I burst out crying and crying. My mother took a little whip of this size, came and hit me saying, "//Ukxa stop doing that. This is the man I gave you to, your father gave to you, so you must marry him."
They accompanied me overnight (at the wedding hut) and in the morning I woke up and stayed there. I said, "Oh yes one should marry a man indeed." I didn't know that one should marry a man, but the elders taught me saying: "Yes. We are going to give you to this man." From then on the elders thus taught me.
When I woke up in the morning and he work up, I sat with him. Then people came, sat with us and brought us a lot of food. They gave him a dish of honey, that honey from the veldt. He gave the honey to me then I gave it to those who were sitting on my side (my kin) to eat. I just sat and said, "I'm sad. What are they doing?"
After the people had gone their own ways, I got up and followed the girls and spent the time with them gathering. He went with the boys who said, "Let's go. The sun is about to set so let's go collect firewood," and off they went to collect firewood.
We girls started doing the melon dance. That's what we did. We danced the melon dance until the sun was about to set. People said, " Hey, you all must stop the melon dance so she can go and prepare the bedding (of antelope skins)."
We refused. I refused saying, " I don't want that any more!" That's what I said. But they insisted saying, " Hey, you should go and prepare the bed!" " No. I don't want that any more!" I replied.
That's what I said, but the people and they, the girls, said: "No. You mustn't talk that way but let us take you back (to the marriage hut)." Then we all went together, I prepared the bedding and we all sat down.
By then the fire was already burning and they (the young people who accompanied her) laughed, told stories and laughed. I just kept quiet while they were telling stories and laughing. At that time he was still a young man and I was a young woman. Your brother was an adolescent and I was a young woman. They kept telling stories and laughing while I still mourned about he fact that I was with a man.
That's what I did. Then we slept.
One day his mother, his mother N=aisa n!a'an said: "You see, I'm going to go back (to) my place." Then they left and he remained with me.
My parents said, "Yes, we will leave this place and go live over there," so we left and we left and we traveled and traveled and then my mother and the others and the others told him, "You must put your things there."
He put our things down, because we were afraid of each other. He was afraid of me and I was afraid of him. He was afraid of me and I was afraid of him. We were afraid of one another and lived separately, and lived separately.
"You two (addressing PW and my assistant, /Aice N!aici) may wonder when a man would come stalking you, making the first sexual approaches." (Lots of laughter here.) Well, we had moved again and were living at a place that was...? We went and lived at Tomg!aoh. By then he had, he moved into the house with me. We were now sleeping under one skin blanket. And from there...? Since that time we were open to each other and he called me by my name and I did the same. He called me by my name, because he had just moved in with me under one blanket and we were now open to each other. That's how it was going.
We two worked and we worked and worked (hunting and gathering). From there I got pregnant with //'Ao who died later (as an adolescent). We lived and lived near the mongongo nut groves over there. Then I went with him on a trip with his family to the mongongo groves over there. My mother and her kin stayed behind and I went on a trip with my in--laws when my baby was born. His mother cut the off the baby's navel and we two stayed together. He (my husband) would go and collect mongongo nuts, bring them home, roast them in the fire and prepare them for me. Then he killed a gemsbok and pounded the meat together with mongongo nuts in a mortar and gave it to me to eat.
I gave birth to my first child at my in--laws place and was afraid of being laughed at and was brave enough to deliver. I just sat down and delivered, because if one is afraid of giving birth, people would say that one is not normal; then they would kill you. People told me, "You are pregnant and are with your in--laws so you mustn't be afraid of delivering the baby. Be normal and be brave."
The one that I first gave birth to, the late //'Ao, I delivered at my in--law's place and was brave. I just sat and delivered. My mother wasn't there and I delivered at my in--laws place.
When my mother heard that over there, she came up. She said, "Oh, I haven't taken care of you and you had a baby at your in--laws place. I am sad (my heart sinks)." ____________________ Here //Ukxa goes on to tell of the six children she bore how one died as a baby, two died as adolescents or adults at Tsumkwe, including her first born, and another was killed in 1998 in a tragic car accident. Like other Ju/'hoan mothers who have lost most of their children, //Ukxa is resilient and channels her energy into her social networks. When I was ready to get engaged, people watched my behavior. I would sleep and then early in the morning get my bow and arrows and go out before anybody saw me. I went out when nobody saw me and shot an eland. When I shot the eland, I came back home.
People saw me and asked, "Yow, what's going on? We woke up early in the morning and this young man had already disappeared. Then I was happy and we all slept well. I went secretly to tell my father that that I yesterday I shot an arrow, it broke on something and that we should go to that area so he (his father) can look for it because only that arrow is really a powerful one.
My father then said (to others), Hey fellows, my son said that he broke his arrow yesterday and that I should go look for it and find it for him.
Then the men just wondered what was up and got ready quickly. We went out and reached a certain place where I said, " Yes, here is where I tracked it and I tried to find it. These tracks here are the ones of the animal I shot." Then my father praised me and said, "My son, you can track very well, these are good tracks.
Then we followed the tracks for a distance when I said, "It was here that here that I searched for it and found it. I stalked it so here are my tracks following it until I reached this point and stopped. It was under the tree over there and I shot at it, shot at it."
We followed the tracks and came to an certain place. The men stood and looked and said, " You all, he was just on top of it and then he shot at it."
From there we all continued to track it until we saw it (dead) just in front of us. They slaughtered the animal and separated the meat on a winter's day just like today. We slaughtered and stripped the meat into pieces and hung it to dry on shrubs and branches. We roasted a lot of the meat there on the fire and before people in other households would know (we had made a kill).
They only wondered, asking: " Hey, why are people moving from those households to the bush? What's going on?"
As they were discussing, my mother said, "No, my son told us that he broke an arrow and asked his father to go and help him find it. His father just asked the other fellows to join them. I don't know what was going on; they went out."
We slept out for two nights then they said, "Yow, we slept in the bush for two nights because we wanted the meat to thoroughly dry." Later that day we carried the netbags (full of meat) on our backs (back to camp).
The children who were playing around saw us coming and said " Hey, here they come! They are bringing all the meat in overloaded netbags."
As we approached, people were listening. People in the households over there listened, stood up and wondered if they could see people approaching. Hey, look at the net--bags!" they said.
We came and put down our loads. Then this woman whom I married, this woman whom I married, with her younger sister, father and mother said, "Hey! "What are they saying?" People were talking and talking. Then my father--in--law saw them (coming with the meat) and said, "He's that one who's slight and light skinned, not so big and not so tall and so on. He's the one who's thinner and light skinned. Then my father said: "Woah, he not a good son but I hope he will be a good one, so let's talk."
My father--in--law said, "Hey, I was just wanting to cook some parts of the antelope and we can talk." Eeh, so they went on talking.
They had ended their conversation when the woman whom I married went out for gathering (with other women). They went out gathering for tubers, (Vigna lobatifolia). She dug and dug and dug and dug as many as she could and carried them in her skin kaross. On their way to home, she collected light pieces of firewood and put them on top of the tubers.
When my mother saw what she did, she pinched herself and said, "This girl could be the right woman, because she does things differently (better) than others." She went to the girl's parents secretly and talked softly to them saying, "What I really need is a girl who's always fills her kaross and brings it. How is that I have gotten such feelings, why?" When I joined them people were already agreed on the marriage. I didn't know anything because my friends and I had been moving around, fooling around, and play fighting around the camp away from the huts.
In the empty space, away from the other huts, they cleared and cleared and then made an little hut. They cleared and cleaned the area and then piled the firewood aside, made an bed (of skins) and then finished the preparations. Someone said, "Let's get moving!" My bow and arrows together with my quiver had already been brought to the new hut. I was not sure what was going on and asked, "What's going on?" The young men brought me into the hut area and I wanted to sit behind them (out of shyness). The young girls brought her in and she too sat behind them and they sat in front.
They sat and talked and later went back to their homesteads. Afterwards my elder kinsman then brought me in (to the hut) where I went in and laid down. One of her elder kinsmen brought her in and we laid there but would not get close to each other. We laid there facing one another because we were afraid of each other.
We lay there until a certain time that is called 'girls leave' (or 'girls travel by night') when she went back to the unmarried girls' shelter. I laid there until after dawn and then moved back to the men's shelter (adolescents boys and girls used to have their own separate shelters).
When the sun rose higher in the sky, people then called for us to come together and smeared both of us with ointment (fat and red ochre). Then we…. then the ornaments… I gave her ornaments and she did the same to me. She put on the ornaments I gave her and my mother and her daughter got mine. From then on, my younger sister wore them and looked so nice! So now you know about getting married, what we do and that you have to give gifts to each other. When the woman gives you gifts (consummates the relationship), you should kill an eland, and so on. Her father and mother will prepare everything and then your father --in--law will make a shelter for the meat to be put in, and so on … Turning to the many young people present, "That's what people did then. These young boys (today) are…you all, we prospective in--laws decided for a young man. We would not become in--laws with somebody who does not actively kill animals, shoot antelopes. People would not become in--laws with such ones. So it happened and that's how we did things in the past.
Nowadays people just get married to each other, marry awful things Women will just marry lazy, horrible men. We did good things like when it rained, when it rained, you would chase a steenbok, kill it and bring it home. Your father--in--law would come and take it aside and skin it and peg out the skin when he was finished. Then he would cook it.
When it rained, you would chase an duiker, kill it and bring it to your father--in--law who would take and then go skin it. Your wife would drain it's internal fluids and so on and her father would cook it so they could eat.
"You should do so. Then you are a real man who got married." (/Ai!ae then goes on to tell long hunting stories from his period of bride service. People were proposing marriage of this woman sitting here's mother to a man called Ti//xao. People were proposing that she marry him.
"No. I'm not going to marry that man," she said.
They said: "You will marry him." She said, "I'm not going to marry him." "You will marry him, they said." And on a certain day they did marry her to him, but they didn't come to share the same blankets. And they didn't share the same blankets. Then the two of them lived on and on. "But I just don't want this man," she, /Xoan, said. "He stinks, he gives off a bad odor." (Addressing the young men who are listening, Sabe says, "He was not like you guys of nowadays who are powder, Vaseline and deodorant spray using people, you all of today.") He smelled badly and she kicked him out. After she kicked him out she went away to the west. She went and married a man called Ku!'oan who was short and nicely built and who could kill an eland now and then. He would kill an eland now and then, and he would get a bag of ostrich eggshells and bring them to his wife.
She went and choose that man herself. She, /Xoan, choose him all by herself and married him. When she married him her parents immediately agreed: "Yes!" People were living on the fat eland meat and Ku...did not beat or mistreat his wife but his wife on lived on the fat.
That is how some people married a long time ago. That's what they did. And her sister was married to a man with the eyes like those of a black starling. She said, "Aye, who told you that, who told you that I should marry a man with red eyes like the eyes of black starling? I'm a person with a long face, I am Koba /hon=aq'asi, long face. I'll look for an unmarried man and get him for myself."
The two sisters competed with others for marriage partners. After she saw, a man whose name was /Aice, (addressing a listener); he had the same name as yours. She threw away her first husband and married him. Then he went to Botswana and people killed him. 
The story
We lived at Ti='an=ao in the early winter when we could eat morama beans. Tsamkxao here was going to come with his mother. We expected Baqu joma n!a'an would come with her daughter, her younger sister !Kaia and the late Dahm with whom they were living.
Baqu joma n!a'an had said: My grandmother, ...... my grandfather old Kaqece and together with my aunt old N=aisa, ... (will come). Baqu joma was the one who led the journey and the late !Kaia was also there with Baqu n!a'an. They came together with their mothers as well as Tsamkxao and also the late N!hunkxa. This woman could not go anywhere alone without her children. They always stayed with her. They came to us, they came to stay with us at Ti='an=ao.
My granny said, Yaoh !" My grandfather old Kaqece said," Yaoh ! Why is it taking so long, Baqu told me, ... Baqu told me that she will come to join N=aisa and me by this month and? Why are they taking so long?"
The late =Oma g!usi then added, "Eh! I am now waiting for Kxoara !oma to arrive. He is just lying around and the spending his time collecting firewood and other such things. I will go with you, Kxao !oma. Let's go so I can spend time fetching Kxoara.
Then they all came to us at Ti='an =ao including =Oma g!usi and
Kxao !oma who we actually call G/am !oma (meaning owner of the G/am area). Ee! They came to join us at to us at Ti='an=ao. My granny 's younger children asked, "Yaoh! You all, what are Baqu and Dahm intending to do? Dahm and his younger brother Tsisaba said that they would come. Are Baqu and her namesake deceiving Kaqe n!a'an?" Some time ago only the women came and G=Kao =ao n!a'an remained at home, that man remained at home and only the women came to join us. And then /Ua coro and late Tsama….
The next morning as we spent time resting at the village, we saw them coming from the direction of the waterhole. When we saw them we said, "Heh, here they are, the people who went south are here." My granny joked and said, "They are not like Kaqece who is sitting here, whose granny is Baqu joma. This is the month when Baqu promised Kaqece to come…" Then old N=a n!a'an (N=aisa ) said, "Maybe what is making Baqu take her time is that on her way she is sharing ornaments and things with other people and then she will come to me with empty hands. Baqu joma, the one whose daughter 's child is sitting here, eh?" While this was going on, those people arrived bringing eland meat from an animal they had killed along the way. After that we spent all our time in the village. They approached by the waterhole bringing the eland meat and spent the day with us cooking the meat and mixing it with fat to make the meat tender. We ate well and we ate and ate.
(Here N/hakxa goes into the description of two rituals, one a stage in the rites of the first kill for the young men who had killed the eland (34, 36) and the other a ritual to make young people taste bitter and sour so they will learn to behave in such a way as to not create bitter or sour relations in their lives. As far as I can tell the latter is not described in the literature nor was it known to Lorna Marshall, or to Megan Biesele and myself. Large gatherings kick off such events that are not held in single camps.)
After we were done with everything, we spent the next day in the village with Baqu joma. Her mother //Ua !oma n!a'an came along with them. The following day the people fetched water, fetched water and said: "Why don't you people look for look for the eland chyme, why don't you look for it so you can cook it into porridge?" Early the next morning when the sun had not yet risen, they fetched water, fetched water, brought water. Some put the pots on the fire and while others prepared the chyme. They put eland fat into small tortoise shells, put it in there, and poured hot water into the shell to melt the fat.
Then they said (to the young man who had killed the eland), "Come closer, come closer." When he came, they pounded red ochre and told him to bring his bow. He brought the bow and they smeared the mixture (of red ochre and fat) on his bow and on him. They smeared him, smeared him and smeared him.
They poured out the bitter, sour chyme porridge saying, "You fellows can come closer and the all the women should stay on that side and the men on this side. They should let the young man who shot the eland drink first. That's what they did. Because it was a male eland, they made cuts on this arm. Yes, they cut this arm, and because it is a large eland, made more cuts on the same side. (Scarification is part of the rites of the first kill.)
When this was done, they told the young men and women to come together and watch the older ones, for we were very young then. We sat and watched while the elders told the young girls to wait until they were asked to join. "You will have chance to participate," the elders chuckled, "and everyone will get a chance to drink one spoonful, not a real spoon but a tortoise shell spoon full of the chyme.
They let the first one drink and as he swallowed the chyme, they took wet the eland's tail and splashed water on his chest. They wet the tail again and splashed his upper back. That one just shivered and cried to himself. The others thought, "Kuuuhuh, will it be our turn next?"
The elders refilled the shell for the next person and did the same, giving it to him to drink and then splashing his chest and back with the wet eland's tail. That one sat and shivering and crying by himself. The elders massaged his sides to cool him down to normal, and massaged his sides and stomach above his liver to cool him down. We watched them and they kept on doing that person by person until the women were also crying (from drinking the stringent, sour and bitter chyme). They shifted to the girls next and the girls drank. They were bowled over and fell down crying. When they had completed the girls, they moved on to the men. After they were they done with the men they said, "You young girls come."
"No, no, we are afraid!" we replied. "How is it that you see how people were bowled over by the drink but you still want to include us?" "You should come over here yourselves without saying a word. The girls came over in silence, the elders filled the shell and gave it to one of one of us to drink. Then our hair bristled (in shock). Yes, it's true. They filled up the shell once again and then gave it to the next young girl to drink. I protested, "Didn't you tell the young men to go elsewhere and that we should just come over and watch?" They replied, "When you have tasted such a sour and bitter substance, you won't do sour and bitter things (i.e. create bad relations)." Then we drank.
(The story then turns back to greeting the visitors.)
As they arrived in our village my Granny got perfumed body powder (made from the Hemisygia brachteosa plant) called san, went over to Baqu and tossed the power onto her (a greeting that welcomes and assures well-being of the visitor). "Eh , my Granny Baqu jo be well."
At that time my aunt N=aisa was also now coming from gathering mangetti nuts and sweet potatoes together with the late N//aba, my elder sister. And as they arrived at the village, the very moment she saw them coming N=aisa said, "Oh, I wish I had been home to welcome Baqu with san perfume. Why is that every time she comes she only give gifts to =Oma n!oan? She only comes to give him gifts of metal and I get nothing?
She went over and then tossed san perfume onto her. Later that day as the sun set, Baqu n!a'an put on a fine women's skin apron, got another one and still another one and put a beaded headband on her head and went slowly towards her old grandfather Kaqece. She put the beaded headband on her head and then she again put another one on and went slowly over to her grandfather old Kaqece. She went slowly, slowly she went with her daughters who always stayed close to her….
As she gave the skin dressing cover to Kaqece and said, " What else do you and your daughter want me to do?" She got the other skin apron and shared it with my late grandmother. She took out another skin apron and gave it to her aunt, the late N=aisa n!a'an. And then she gave out more gifts. It was the beginning of gift giving. He (Kaqece) tried to put the beaded headband on his head and but it didn't fit… so he took it off his head and gave it to my granny and gave other things to her.
In turn my grandmother took out ostrich eggshell necklaces and gave them to her grandfather the late Kaqe n!a'an, who then passed it on to a younger relative. Then he gave an ostrich eggshell necklace to her. =Oma g!usi was the one who brought it, yes, =Oma g!uis was the one who brought it although young men such as his late son /Ukxa was the one who actually carried it. He was the one who carried the bundles of gifts on his back. /'Angn!ao-di-n!a'an, who is now at !'Obaha … people always brought things to him and his kin. Yeh, ... that's what /'Angn!ao-di-n!a'an currently does (i.e. exchanges gifts). His father G/aq'ao-g!o'a from /Du/da was the one who gave out these gifts and ornaments. His hunting bag quiver was always full and he brought many things because he was rich, very, very, very, very rich. Young men from his place worked for him.
Baqu n!a'an did the same thing as those people (give gifts), so they shared with her for first time. And that was how they started the gathering by exchanging gifts. They did the same with the morama beans; they gave them to each other, with N=aisa n!a'an saying, "Baqu, my aunt…" Di//xao, … Di//xao n!a'an who lived at /Kae/kae and was married to Kaqainacha then said, "Baqu Di//xao brought something to give to your brother Dahm, some ornaments." Baqu said, "And you should, you also know where Ti='an=ao and Zam are. You should go there with your aunt //Ua n!a'an and then come over to us so you can give gifts to my father and then we can return." Then I just wondered by saying, " Ku u u u u u u u these women are from far away and they and they are suggesting these things?"
After they came together and exchanged gifts as initial greetings, people said to Tsisaba and his big brother Obe n!a'an (who wanted to go out collecting morama beans), "Wait and let the people rest together and then go gathering." We stayed, rested and talked because we had been missing one another for a long time.
We had a good time with /Ai!ae 's wife Koba n!a'an from /Kae/Kae, who has such a big head, and with the late //Ao, .. and also //Uce nuku who was the one who did translation work here at Tsumkwe. And as people were gathering again in one place (after resting in small groups), we joined them to go collect morama beans. People said, "Yaoh! Can't these young girls go out and collect morama beans while we spend time with the people here."
I took a few morama beans few and gave the to the late !Kaia. She bit them open. The late Baqu n!a'an said: "N/hakxa come over to this side and bring me some the morama beans." We collected for the older women and collected for ourselves until the sun was about to set. Then elders said, "Now you girls should go collect firewood so you can watch the men (dance) tonight." Different people were there. Some were from N//o!a'au (Eiseb Valley). Some from N/oqn/oqni si where there is forest with lots of combretum trees. That is where they late =Oma g!usi 's house was; that is where people lived. And then there the ones who lived where they had only one mangetti tree. That is G!u'u!'oma and those people are my father's relatives. Some were from N//oq!a'au, the ones who lived on that side as well as those that they called Dshin !arosi. And the ones that they called Dshin !Arosi include Ti!'ae n!a'an and her family and the late Kxao //Xai n!a'an whose son I married and had children with. The village is called G!aitsao. The Herero called that land with forest Tcomamapetah when they moved there. And then some had lived with the Tswana (in Botswana) in those beautiful forests of combretum and terminilia trees.
The elders told us: " From now on, no more playing around!"
We were from different places, for example, the northern people were also there; those they called !Uisi also came. Then the owners of N//o!a'a also came and the owners of N/oqiun/oqni. The N/oquin/oquinsi came. Do you know (addressing PW) those people from !Xabe? People came from !Xabe and /Kae/kae people were there. Koba n!a'an who passed away and her mother Ti!a'ae n!a'an who passed away were there and Ti!'ae n!a'an together with her daughter //Uce who is married with late Kxao-daqna. The Tswana people came with donkey carts (from the Qangwa area) and stopped at /Kae/kae where they loaded them up with people. That's how they came over here. The Tswana people came over for the gathering; that's how it was. There was that man Kajinmi who made smaller carts but they came with the bigger ones. We used to load grass and firewood into them as well.
Then people built the fire in the right place (for the dance), while the men dressed up and wrapped themselves with dance rattles and other things. Some people said, "Let the ones with beautiful voices sing while they make the fire. We said, "Sabe n!a'an and Koba n!a'an are the ones with beautiful voices." People joked and replied " Lets look for the one who has a really beautiful voice." That was N!oce n!a'an whose younger brother is Kiviet. I am telling you about these places, we challenged (or teased) each other. That was by the waterhole called Ti='an=ao.
All the people were now coming together there. There were all giving gifts to each other; they were all together giving gifts like ostrich shell necklaces, like iron from the Tswana people. People from Dobe and Nharo people (the Nharo are from the adjacent language group between 100-200 km to the south). Eh, it is true. It's true, and when people had built the fire, the late Kxao //xai started dancing and then Baqu joma joined.
In front of all of them the late N=aisa n!a'an, our aunt the late N=aisa n!a'an, my mother's elder sister, put on small irons bangles that make nice sounds and the late N//hauru n!a'an whose daughter is Sabe n!a'an also put them on. And Koba n!a'an who is married with =Oma g!uisi put on the same things.
Ti!'ae n!a'an who's daughter is from /Kae/kae, ....who is Kxao daqna 's son-in-law took terminalia seeds that had turned red with the season and playfully put them on like a headband. At that time Baqu n!a'an joined us there and playfully took some eland beans that people had gathered, struck them together to make a head covering of small triangles and her shook her head as she danced. Then my aunt N=aisa n!a'an took another plant, Lapeirousia caudate and put it on her head like a hat.
Tshao taqni who's daughter is //Uce and who is married to /Xoan n!a'an, those who both died at the same time, were like this (gestures) together with N//hauru n!a'an during the dancing. The late N=aisa n!a'an, my aunt, was there and Baqu joma n!a'an was there and Koba n!a'an. //Ao n!a'an who later lived and died at the gate ( G/am) was also there and four women danced with him. They danced with him until the next morning, they danced with him until he moaned, "Ooh my knees, ooh my knees, ooh my knees, ooh my knees, ooh my knees, ooh my knees." Really he was suffering and I felt sorry for him but did not need to.
When someone looks very tired like that, a woman who is dancing next to him will come closer to him, take out a bead necklace and put it on him (to encourage him). These women from !Uisi came over to his side and danced with him. Before they did this,
